
Product 
Colors
MI Windows and Doors 

provides a variety of color 

options to complement the 

interior or exterior design 

of nearly any home.

Extrusions
Solid vinyl extrusions offer even color distribution 
inside and out for windows and doors that are 
timeless, durable, and attractive. MI offers three 
extruded colors, providing options for any home. Adobe AlmondWhite

*Available on fin frame HomeMaker 3 Series products only. Not available with auto lock or SuperCapSR.

*



 
SuperCapSR offers both durability and style 
for exterior color options. The coextruded 
color coating is scratch resistant and 
extremely durable, out-performing painted 
exterior colors in  every field test. When tested 
by the elements, SuperCapSR colors stay bold 
and beautiful, regardless of exposure.

BENEFITS OF SUPERCAP SR

 ■ Reflects 76% of infrared light to reduce 
vinyl profile heat-gain and potential 
profile distortion. Frames maintain 
dimensional integrity and won’t melt, 
distort, or otherwise alter in heat.

 ■ Fused, integral color layer is highly 
scratch-resistant. Acrylic color layer 
is thermally-fused to the vinyl profile, 
creating a molecular bond

 ■ Durable colors won’t crack, chip, flake, or 
chalk like paint. Highly scratch-resistant 
exterior color layer handles jobsite abuse 
better. Tough color layer diminishes or 
eliminates the need for touch-up. Long-
lasting color, typically 450% thicker than 
typical paint layers, will not peel, blister, 
flake, or chalk

 ■ SuperCapSR bronze matches popular 
color to provide extremely durable and 
cost-effective solution for any homes. 
Match popular clad-wood colors to 
provide added flexibility when developing 
window packages for upscale homes.
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Every effort has been made to reproduce colors accurately. Due to the printing process, variations may occur. Contact 
your local MI sales representative or email marketing@miwd.com with questions regarding this product offering.

SuperCap SR™

BronzeBlack Silver

* *

PRODUCT TYPE BLACK BRONZE SILVER

HM150† Single-Hung X X X

EC150 Single-Hung X

HM160† Single-Slider X X X

EC160 Single-Slider X

EC180 Double-Hung X

HM140† Awning X X X

EC140 Awning X

HM147† Casement X X X

EC147 Casement X

HM390† Sliding Glass Door X‡

EC190 Sliding Glass Door X X X

*  Black and silver available with white interior only.

†  Silver is only available on fin and finless frame types

‡  HM 390 Sliding Glass Door is available in traditional Bronze laminate only


